
 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE TASK FORCE on NEW MEMBERS MEETING 

Monday, September 15, 2014 

 9:00 PM – 3:00 PM 

Skirvin Hilton Hotel – Oklahoma City, OK 

 
•  A G E N D A  •  

 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items .......................................................................................... Kristine Schmidt 

2. Revised Process Document ............................................................................................................ Kristine Schmidt 

3. Recommendation to SPC ................................................................................................................ Kristine Schmidt 

4. Action Items .................................................................................................................................. Michael Desselle 
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Southwest Power Pool 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE TASK FORCE ON NEW MEMBERS MEETING 

Skirvin Hilton Hotel – Oklahoma City, OK 

 Wednesday, September 3, 2014 

 
•  M I N U T E S  •  

 

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 

SPCTF Chair Kristine Schmidt (ITC) called the meeting to order at 9 a.m.  Other SPCTF members 
present included: John Bell (KCC Staff); Denise Buffington (KCPL); Steve Drew (OGE); Bill Grant (Xcel); 
Dana Murphy (OCC); Paul Malone (NPPD); and David Osburn (OMPA).  Ricky Bittle (AECC); Carl 
Malone (SPP); Sam Loudenslager (SPP) and Michael Desselle (SPP) participated by phone.  Other 
guests and staff participated in person or via phone (Attendance – Attachment 1). 

Agenda Item 2 – Review and Refine Draft Scope and Outline of Work Document 

Kristine Schmidt noted that the background material included a scope and outline of the work effort for the 
Task Force (SPCTF New Member Scope and Outline of Work – Attachment 2).  She noted that the Task 
Force has been asked to develop recommended prospective communication and work processes that 
would be followed during various stages of engaging new members to SPP.  She described four stages of 
new member development: 

• Beginning with initial discussions; 
• Followed by negotiations dealing with changes to SPP’s governance documents; 
• Subsequently, seeking FERC approvals; and, 
• Ending with, integration of the new member. 

Agenda Item 3 – High Level Framework 

Kristine then began the discussions of the high level framework noting that the scope and outline of work 
was a starting point to set up a process that would provide prospective new members and current 
members a good communication process.  Dave Osburn agreed that it was a good start and that areas of 
concerns from the most recent new member addition should also be addressed.  Commissioner Murphy 
cited her overarching concern as communication while Bill Grant cited due diligence as a concern.  
Specifically, Bill noted benefits studies and legal opinions.  Commissioner Murphy also expressed her 
view that when the Board voted on the most recent new member, it was reported to her that there was no 
discussion and members were not allowed to say what they wanted.  Kristine noted from the concerns 
expressed that the Task Force charge is to both enhance the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders to 
figure out  what information members need. 
 
Agenda Item 4 – Roles and Responsibilities 
 
Carl Monroe described the current process for new member additions (Process for New Members, 
Membership Conversion, and New Contract Services – Attachment 3) that was developed following the 
integration of the Nebraska Entities.  He described how a Member Forum of interested members was 
formed through solicitation at a Strategic Planning Committee and that participation on the Member 
Forum was approved by the Chairman of the SPC, though no one was prohibited from participating who 
wanted to be included.  He noted the purpose of the Member Forum was to be informed about 
developments and to provide staff with guidance regarding negotiation.  Discussions about 
expanding/broadening the membership took place.  Noting that he had no problem with broadening the 
membership, Carl cautioned that the group could get too large; instead the group should be made up of 
engaged members.   
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This led to a discussion about “trigger points” for when to engage stakeholders in ongoing dialogues with 
potential new members.  While noting that new member updates are provided at each Strategic Planning 
Committee meeting, Carl noted that the “trigger’ usually occurs when a public pronouncement is made 
and/or when the new member expresses that it wants changes to governing documents and expresses a 
serious commitment.  There was discussion about when the CAWG/RSC should be included in the 
process with KCC and OCC staff noting that a trigger needed to be decided, especially when the SPP 
tariff is modified.  In response to a question about including all new members, Ricky Bittle suggested and 
a consensus was formed that the process is applicable only when a potential new member seeks to have 
changes to SPP’s governing documents and is not just signing the pro-forma tariff.   Returning to the 
issue of which working group chairs should be notified, Carl noted that in the past the Committees and/or 
Working Groups that have been typically involved have been the Corporate Governance Committee 
(CGC) for legal changes, the SPC and Member Forum for policy guidance and the RTWG for tariff 
changes.   

Agenda Item 4 – Communications 

The question was raised about if SPP should formalize the Member Forum.  Dave Osburn indicated that 
the important question for him is determining when talks cease being confidential.  He suggested that the 
potential new member would need to go public.  Carl cautioned that this group should realize that when a 
potential new member is considering between RTOs, SPP is transparent but other RTOs aren’t; therefore, 
SPP could be put in a competitive disadvantage as well as put the potential new member at risk  A 
perception was articulated that by the time the negotiations come to the larger group, issues have already 
been resolved so it is effectively too late for the large group to influence the outcome.  Further it was 
noted that the Member Forum doesn’t speak for all the members.  Carl acknowledged the concerns 
expressed but stated that it was a false impression that everything is worked out beforehand, noting that 
nothing is finalized until the details go through the working group processes.   

Kristine highlighted that there are two stages for communication: (1) a confidential phase when the 
prospective new member is considering multiple RTOs; and, (2) a stage when the new member has 
decided to pursue membership in SPP.  The question is how to communicate to the membership during 
this first stage. The question was raised if sector representation on the Member Forum was a viable 
option.  Participants expressed comfort with the SPC initiating these discussions.  KCC staff asked if they 
would have representation and Carl noted that he would be supportive given that CAWG/RSC 
representation participants can shield confidential information.  He questioned whether state regulatory 
participation would present state Freedom of Information (FOIA) issues.  John Bell agreed to research 
this issue. 

Participants expressed a desire to be able to access the deal points of “agreements in principle”.  It was 
noted again that at the SPC meetings, New Member status reports have been provided and were a 
regular agenda item and that there have been executive sessions held to share details at these meetings.  
A consensus was developed that when Executive Sessions are to occur, better notice and 
communication needs to occur. 
 
Regarding the issues surrounding due diligence which were raised earlier (cost/benefit analyses and legal 
opinions); Carl clarifies that SPP staff completed an independent cost/benefit analysis of the IS 
membership but not a “market” analysis and noted that a market analysis doesn’t make sense in every 
case. John Bell noted that anything impacting cost allocation would require the RSC to understand the 
impacts.  The merits of SPP preparing legal opinions were discussed.  It was noted that perhaps legal 
opinions might be needed on a case-by-case basis and that the size of the entity should not be the trigger 
for a legal opinion, but that changes to SPP governing documents are when legal opinions would be 
needed.   
 
Denise Buffington cautioned that the conversation to this point seemed to be member centric, but that 
SPP also needs to keep the potential new member in mind as well.  As the SPP Strategic Plan 
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recognizes that it will consider new members that provide value to the existing members, SPP needs to 
have flexibility.  Carl noted that SPP’s ability to negotiate hasn’t been hindered yet but that greater 
membership involvement in the process takes time and that we can’t keep new members from joining.  
He suggested that if an entity seeks to just sign the pro-forma membership agreement then it would be 
hard to reject their membership and that must happen without broader stakeholder participation, but that if 
an entity seeks changes to the membership agreement, then SPP’s membership would need to be 
involved.  In response to a question about other categories of issues that would raise concerns among 
members, Carl noted that Grand-Fathered Agreements (GFA)s would be another issue for consideration.   
 
The Task Force did not believe that any changes to business practices were needed.  It was agreed that 
the current process document would be updated rather than developing a business practice.  Regarding 
the question of the “bright line” (when transmission facilities of a new member would be included in the 
highway/byway cost allocation), Bill Grant stated that he felt that the bright line issue needed RSC 
approval.  Grant asked if the roles of the RSC versus the SPP and the Board were clear?  It was pointed 
out that the SPP bylaws state that the RSC has authority to determine the use of either a postage stamp 
or a license plate rate; not cost allocation, per se. Commissioner Murphy stated that there is confusion 
among the RSC members and that this is something the RSC needs to discuss. Bill said he is 
comfortable with the RSC taking up the issue.   Paul Malone asked if the Task Force had an opinion 
regarding the bright line issue.  Bill Grant expressed his opposition, though it had worked in the case of 
the IS. Paul indicated that he prefers that new members share costs for everything.   
 
Regarding the question of a timetable for when to consider the addition of new members, agreement was 
reached not to set rules, or windows, for when an entity may join.  Finally, regarding integration of new 
members, SPP will provide updates at quarterly Board, RSC, MOPC, and SPC meetings. 

Agenda Item 4 – Action Items 

Action Items include: 
1. Develop straw proposal and send out for discussion at the next TF meeting on the 15th; 
2. RSC to determine how state FOIA laws might impact their participation in SPC executive 

session discussions regarding new member negotiations; and,  
3. RSC to discuss how the Bright Line issue impacts cost allocation.   

 
The next regularly-scheduled SPCTF on New Members meeting is September 15 in Oklahoma City. 
 
Following that meeting will be a conference call on Tuesday, October 7 from 1-4 PM. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Michael Desselle 
Secretary 
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SPP SPC Task Force on New Members 
 

Scope & Outline of Work 
 
Work Scope:  The Task Force has been asked to develop recommended prospective 
communication and work group processes that would be followed during the various 
stages of engaging new transmission owning and load serving members1:  initial 
discussions, membership agreement negotiations, SPP OATT and governing 
document (including RSC governing documents) changes, FERC approvals, and 
finally, integration.  Key to this scope is allowing flexibility to deal with unique 
features of the prospective member throughout the process, while balancing 
appropriate transparency for stakeholder participation while allowing for confidential 
discussions/negotiations.  The SPP staff is responsible for the direct negotiations with 
the prospective member with input and agreement from the members on both policy 
and specific changes to the governing documents. 
 
Task Force Outline of Work 
 

1. High-level framework to be followed during various stages 
a. Areas to be addressed: 

i. General Policy 
ii. Transmission Cost Allocation 

iii. Changes to Governing Documents 
iv. Impact of adding new members 

b. Need for flexibility and openness 
2. Communication 

a. Transparency versus Proprietary Negotiations 
i. Protection of Competitive Deliberations with an entity that may 

be negotiating with multiple RTOs 
b. Access to Data – SPP data versus potential New Member(s) data 
c. Use of executive sessions to inform members of negotiations 

i. Policy discussions versus Specific Proposals 
ii. Board executive session with RSC/CAWG participation 

iii. Executive session for RSC/CAWG 
3. Roles and Responsibilities needing definition 

a. SPP Staff remains responsible for negotiations 
b. Define role of stakeholders, RSC, BOD, and working 

groups/committees in the process 
c. Working Groups/Task Forces to review and/or approve 

policies/integration requirements 
d. When and who pays for the Benefit Cost Analysis, and how is the 

information disseminated 

1 This process only applies to new members who request that with their 
membership, require modifications to the SPP OATT, Governing Documents, or RSC 
Bylaws. 
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4. Additional Items needing discussion/process  
a. Business Practices needed or changed 
b. Bright line Date for cost sharing 
c. Need for a timeline for negotiations, studies, decisions, and regulatory 

approvals 
d. Integration coordination 
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SPP Task Force on New Members 
 

Proposed SPP Stakeholder Communication Process 
 

The SPP Task Force on New Members was tasked to develop recommended prospective 
communication and work group processes that would be followed during the various stages 
of engaging new transmission owning and load serving members1:  initial discussions, 
membership agreement negotiations, SPP OATT and governing document (including RSC 
governing documents) changes, FERC approvals, and finally, integration.  The focus of this 
process document is to provide communication guidance during the stages of initial 
discussions, membership agreement negotiations, and SPP OATT and governing document 
changes.  
 
A key tenant the Task Force used to guide discussions was the need for flexibility to deal 
with unique features of the prospective member throughout the process, while balancing 
appropriate transparency for stakeholder participation and allowing for confidential 
discussions/negotiations.  Also, the Task Force was mindful that the SPP staff is solely 
responsible for the direct negotiations with the prospective member with input and 
agreement from the members on both policy and specific changes to the governing 
documents. 
 
The following is the recommended communications process for adding new members. 
 
Initial Discussions 
Periodically, potential new members (as defined in the footnote) approach SPP, typically in 
confidence, indicating they would like to discuss membership.  SPP Staff will periodically 
report to the SPP Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) the general discussions and these 
discussions may remain “general” for months and years.  SPP Staff typically does not take 
any formal action until a triggering event occurs, which is typically the potential new 
member formally requests SPP to begin negotiations to change the SPP OATT, Governing 
Documents, or RSC Bylaws to allow for their membership into SPP. 
 
Once this triggering event occurs, SPP Staff formally notifies the SPC.  If the potential new 
member requests confidentiality of the negotiations, or if the new member is also 
negotiating with another Regional Transmission Operator (RTO), the negotiations are 
considered proprietary, and updates to the SPC are conducted in Executive Session.  The 
Executive Session closes out the phone; however, all SPP Members and RSC 
Commissioners or Commissioner Staff are allowed to remain in the Executive Session2 
 
Once the triggering event occurs, SPP Staff also then sets up a Members Forum to give 
guidance and assist SPP Staff on due diligence.  The Members Forum is typically open to 

1 This process only applies to new members who request that with their membership, they 
require modifications to the SPP OATT, Governing Documents, or RSC Bylaws. 
2 Subject to assurances from Commissioners and Commission staff regarding protection of 
confidential information that may be subject to state FOIA laws. 
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neighbors of the potential new members and while no entity requesting to join the Members 
Forum is turned down, the Forum size needs to be managed so that SPP Staff can be agile 
and efficient in their work. 
 

Recommendations for Process Improvement: 
1. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff identify on the SPC agendas that 

there is to be a discussion on new members requiring an Executive Session. 
 

2. The Task Force recommends that an RSC and CAWG Member attend the 
SPC meetings in person to ensure they have individuals report back to the 
RSC/CAWG on new member discussions. 

 
3. The Task Force recommends SPP Members attend the SPC meetings in 

person to ensure they have an opportunity to discuss the potential new 
members and to possibly join the ad hoc Members Forum that would be 
established to work with SPP Staff on negotiations.  

 
Due Diligence and Membership Agreement Discussions 
During this phase, SPP Staff is solely responsible for the negotiations with the prospective 
new member, and the SPP SPC and Members Forum give guidance to SPP Staff as well as 
receive regular updates on progress or issues of concern.  These discussions, and updates 
from the due diligence work SPP Staff conducts, are typically highly confidential and 
proprietary.  Also during this phase, SPP Staff provides regular updates to the SPC and as 
the updates require, in Executive Session.  As appropriate, SPP Staff will provide updates to 
the appropriate working groups and committees, including the SPP Board and Members 
Committee, RSC, MOPC,. 
 
Each prospective new member will have unique characteristics, and in some cases, a 
cost/benefit analysis may need to be conducted by SPP for the impact to existing members.  
The potential new members will most likely conduct their own analysis.  Depending on the 
unique characteristics of the new member, or the request of the new member for OATT and 
governing document changes, a legal opinion may be required.  The new member is 
responsible for any legal opinion they will need, and SPP will be responsible for any legal 
opinion SPP determines is needed.   
 

Recommendations for Process Improvement: 
1. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff identify on the SPC agendas, and 

any other working group and committee that there is to be a discussion on 
new members that may or may not require an Executive Session. 

 
2. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff bring to the SPC the decision for 

prospective new members (meeting the definition in footnote #1) to have a 
cost/benefit analysis conducted and the potential cost of such a study.  SPP 
Staff should note that such a decision is on the SPC agenda and whether or 
not it will be discussed in Executive Session.  These decisions to conduct such 
a study should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. 
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3. The Task Force recommends that any time the potential new member 

identifies a legal matter that they are seeking a legal opinion, SPP Staff should 
have an SPP legal opinion on the same topic(s) conducted and report back to 
the SPC, and the agenda should reflect if this topic will be discussed in 
Executive Session.  Additionally, on a case-by-case basis, SPP Staff or SPP 
Stakeholders may request an SPP legal opinion on issue(s) related to the 
prospective new member.  This request should be made at an SPC meeting 
and should be noted on the agenda and whether or not it will be discussed in 
Executive Session.  Nothing in this recommendation prevents any SPP 
Member, State Commission, or RSC from pursuing its own legal opinion on 
any legal matter associated with the prospective new member. 

 
SPP OATT and Governing Documents 
 
During this phase, SPP Staff is solely responsible for the negotiations with the prospective 
new member, and the SPP SPC and Members Forum give guidance to SPP Staff as well as 
receive regular updates on progress or issues of concern.    These matters are highly unique 
to the entity(ies) joining and thus, all discussions and negotiations will be on a case-by-case 
basis, and updates from this stage will require regular updates to the SPC.  Also during this 
phase, SPP Staff provides regular updates to the SPC and as the updates require, in 
Executive Session.  As appropriate, SPP Staff will provide updates to the appropriate 
working groups and committees, including the SPP Board and Members Committee, RSC, 
MOPC,. 
 
Finally, as the Membership Agreement, SPP OATT and Governing Documents are amended 
and presented for stakeholder approval, the following groups roles are defined. 
 

MOPC:  any changes to the SPP OATT and are presented to MOPC for all members 
to discuss and vote on changes, prior to going to the SPP Board for a vote and the 
Members Committee for a straw poll. 
 
SPC:  all negotiating strategies, guidance, and deliberations for prospective new 
members go to the SPC, either in an open meeting or Executive Session, for review 
and approval, prior to going to the SPP Board for a vote and the Members Committee 
for a straw poll. 
 
CGC:  any changes to the Governing Documents get reviewed and approved, prior to 
going to the SPP Board for a vote and the Members Committee for a straw poll. 
 
RSC:  throughout the process, the RSC will need to define how they participate in the 
SPC meetings and Executive Sessions, and SPP Staff will continue to provide regular 
updates to the RSC on these deliberations and negotiations.  Any potential changes to 
the cost allocation or cost sharing will be presented to the RSC.   

 
Recommendations for Process Improvement: 
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1. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff identify on the SPC agendas, and 
any other working group and committee that there is to be a discussion on 
new members that may or may not require an Executive Session. 

 
2. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff bring to the appropriate working 

groups and committees, and have the agendas reflect these discussions, that 
there are potential changes to SPP OATT and Governing Documents that SPP 
Stakeholders need to be aware. 

 
3. The Task Force recommends that SPP Staff carve out specific times/meetings 

to solely discuss potential new members and address the concerns and 
questions of the RSC Members and their Commission Staff. 
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